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Remco and Vikan Scoops

For detailed dustpan and scoop measurements, consult Remco’s Full-Line Catalog or visit www.remcoproducts.com

6550x
Remco 128 oz.  
Mega Scoop

2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7

6552x
Remco 128 oz.  
Mega Dipper

• These fully color-coded hand scoops 
(6300x, 6400x, 6500x) are great for 
moving small amounts of material. Their 
solid construction makes them extremely 
durable. They have no seams or cracks, 
which helps prevent bacterial growth.

• Remco Hand Scoops are commonly 
used in baking, meat, poultry, seafood 
and milling applications. They are used 
with everything from fine powders, to 
large food particles, and even ice.

6500x
Remco 82 oz. Hand Scoop

21 3 4 5 6 7 8

6400x
Remco 32 oz. Hand Scoop

21 3 4 5 6 7 8

6300x
Remco 16 oz. Hand Scoop

21 3 4 5 6 7 8

5660x
Vikan Dustpan

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6350*
Remco Utility Dustpan

5682x
Vikan 64 oz. Round Scoop

2 3 4 5 6

5681x
Vikan 32 oz. Round Scoop

2 3 4 5 6

• Remco Mega Scoop(6550x) and Mega Dipper(6552x) are used for 
measuring and moving a variety of food particles and liquids.

• The Mega Dipper can be connected to Vikan handles to reach into 
vats and other difficult-to-reach areas.

• The new Vikan Round Bowl Scoops(5681x, 5682x) are ergonomic, 
lightweight, and durable. They are designed with a pouring spout 
on two sides to enable both left and right hand users to pour from 
the scoop. There is a measuring scale inside the scoops for product 
testing and other applications as well. Their one-piece construction 
eliminates seams where bacteria can hide. The smooth surface 
makes the scoops extremely easy to clean.

• The Vikan Round Bowl Scoops work very well with Vikan pails 
and are ideal for use in food production areas for moving food 
ingredients, liquids, etc.

• The Vikan Dustpan(5660x) has a sharp edge so that food particles 
can be efficiently brushed into it. The neck joint can withstand 
strong downward pressure. It is used in all kinds of industries on 
surfaces like floors and tables.

• The Remco Utility Dustpan(6350) features a wide pan so it can 
easily collect debris, and no sharp angles so it can be cleaned 
quickly and efficiently.  
*Remco Utility Dustpan is not FDA Compliant.

• Dustpans can be used with brooms and brushes to collect dirt and 
dust, or with squeegees to collect food particles. 

Not FDA Compliant


